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Inter‐sectoral and international R&D spillovers 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

It has been well established in the literature that there are intra- and inter-sectoral knowledge 
spillovers, national as well as cross-border, that make the social rate of return to R&D exceed the 
private rate of return. Taking such spillovers into account is essential to examine the impact of 
R&D policies. This paper reviews the literature on (international) R&D spillovers and the 
various ways that have been proposed to measure such spillovers. Although distinctions have 
been made between knowledge spillovers due to the public good nature of knowledge on the one 
hand, and ‘rent’ or ‘pecuniary’ spillovers between suppliers and buyers due to the incomplete 
translation of R&D-induced quality improvements into the price of intermediates on the other 
hand, this distinction is difficult to make empirically. The variety of potential transmission 
channels and transmission effects – all with their measurement problems, suggests calculating 
spillover matrices that are sufficiently broad to capture their correlated effects. The paper 
proceeds by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of different spillover measures. It 
subsequently describes two matrices of inter-sectoral and international spillover weights based on 
patent citation data. It concludes with suggestions for future work.  

 

 

 

JEL codes: O31, O32, O33  

Keywords: spillovers, R&D policy, innovation, productivity, patents 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It has been well established in the literature that there are intra- and inter-sectoral knowledge 

spillovers, national as well as cross-border, that make the social rate of return to R&D exceed the 

private rate of return. Taking such spillovers into account is essential to examine the European-

wide impact of R&D policies in the Simpatic project. One of the challenges of the Simpatic 

project is then to include estimates of intra-industry, inter-industry, and international spillovers 

(spillover matrices) to translate R&D policies and R&D multipliers into country- and European-

wide productivity and growth effects. The aim of this work package is to summarize the insights 

generated by the literature on spillovers, and draw conclusions on the nature of spillover matrices 

that provide the crucial link between the micro and macro analyses.  

 

This paper first of all reviews the literature on R&D spillovers and the various ways that have 

been proposed to measure such spillovers (section 2). It discusses the way in which spillovers 

have been conceptualised, the difference between ‘pure’ knowledge spillovers and transaction-

based ‘rent’ spillovers, and the measurement of actual spillovers versus mechanisms that are 

likely to facilitate spillovers. It summarises the evidence on the different mechanisms and 

facilitators of spillovers and the evidence on international spillovers - the latter with a particular 

focus on trade and FDI as facilitating mechanisms. Given the series of literature reviews that are 

already available, our review does not have the intention to be exhaustive. Rather, the goal is to 

distil a number of stylised facts that should preferably be reflected in spillover matrices in order 

to arrive at reasonable predictions of social returns to R&D and appropriate R&D policies. What 

emanates from the review is the relative strength of patent-based measures as the basis for 

spillover matrices.  

 

The paper proceeds by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of patent-based spillover 

measures more in detail (section 3). It describes two actual matrices of inter-sectoral and 

international spillover weights that are available and that are part of this work package. These 

matrices based on patent citation data and distinctions between sectors of use and origin of 
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technologies are potential inputs for the modelling of micro-macro interaction in the Simpatic 

project. It concludes with suggestions for future work in the Simpatic project in this direction.  

 

 
2. Industry, inter-industry, and international R&D spillovers: review and stylised facts 

 
A number of literature reviews have been published on knowledge spillovers, such as Griliches, 

1992, Mohnen (2001), Keller (2004), Hall, Mairesse and Mohnen (2010), and, partially, OECD 

(2007) among others. The aim of the current review is not to replicate this, but to focus more 

directly on the implications of extant research for the development of matrices that represent the 

expected magnitude of intra-industry, inter-industry and international spillovers. Hence, we will 

not pay detailed attention to estimation issues, precise estimates of magnitudes of rates of return, 

and model specifications, but we summarise what the literature has to say about the key 

mechanisms of spillovers and how these can be measured and incorporated in estimates of 

economy wide effects of R&D investments, and R&D additionality due to public policy 

measures. Based on the review, we distil a number of stylised facts that are preferably taking into 

account in the development of micro to macro spillover matrices. 

 

This section draws quite liberally on prior work by the authors, in particular Hall, Mairesse and 

Mohnen (2010), Mohnen (2001), and OECD (2007). Before we proceed to the review, it is 

worthwhile to discuss a number of conceptual issues.   

 

 

2.1 Conceptual issues 

 

It is useful to discuss three conceptual issues related to the measurement of R&D spillovers and 

knowledge flows. The first relates to the difference between ‘pure’ knowledge spillovers and 

‘pecuniary’ or ‘rent’ spillovers. The second concerns the conceptual model underlying the 

measurement of knowledge spillovers, and the third the difference between measuring actual 

spillovers and mechanisms that are assumed to facilitate spillovers.  
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Pure knowledge spillovers versus Rent spillovers 

 

Pure knowledge spillovers arise if firms learn from ideas, technologies, blueprints, etc. from 

other firms and utilise this knowledge in their own R&D and production process. They arise 

through the non-rival and public good nature of (technological) knowledge. Conceptually they 

are pure externalities. Measures of spillovers that are independent of any economic transactions 

are expected to capture pure knowledge spillovers.  

 

Pecuniary spillovers, also called ‘rent spillovers’ by Griliches (1992), arise if firms get access to 

the fruits of ideas and R&D of other firms through economic transactions, i.e. with trade, direct 

investment, technology payments, hiring of workers, research collaborations, and mergers and 

acquisitions. The most widespread form of such spillovers is when firms purchase (capital) goods 

that embody ideas and technological knowledge developed by other firms. Conceptually, these at 

best partial externalities, since firms pay to access this knowledge. If firms do not pay a price 

reflecting the full value of the technology, the purchase of inputs with embodied technology 

enhances the purchasing firms’ productivity. One line of thought on this is that these spillovers 

should not be considered as such, since they arise out of mismeasurement: the price of inputs 

underestimates their value, such that we are just overestimating real productivity benefits, in the 

sense that productivity increase should imply technological progress in the client firm (e.g. 

Griliches, 1992). Keller (2004) and many other scholars, takes a more benign approach: if the 

cost of buying the intermediate is smaller than the opportunity cost by the firm to create the 

knowledge through its own R&D, the firm can be seen as benefitting from technology spillovers. 

In much of the literature on international spillovers using trade data, trade related pecuniary 

spillovers are seen as a valid mechanism to analyse international technology diffusion and 

productivity spillovers. There are additional reasons to do so. First, if a purchasing firm possesses 

complementary technologies or assets, it may benefit more from buying the inputs even if the 

market price of the input reflects the embodied technology in full. Second, firms utilising the 

higher quality, technology embodied, inputs may adapt technologies and processes to optimise 

the use of these inputs, creating productivity benefits. The technology embodied in the inputs 

may provide further technological opportunities for productivity improvement. Third, if the 

supplier buyer relationship involves substantial interaction, e.g. when face to face meetings are 
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required to discuss specifications, (tacit) knowledge spillovers may occur in addition to the 

effects of the input supplied. Hence, pecuniary spillovers will often incorporate, or be correlated 

with ‘pure’ knowledge spillovers.  

 

It can furthermore be noted that the definition of pecuniary or rent spillovers in the literature is 

arguably too narrow. In the literature on FDI spillovers, the strongest evidence is found for so-

called ‘backward’ spillovers: technology and knowledge spillovers from (multinational) 

customer  firms to (local) supplier firms, as more technologically able clients help set and 

maintain better quality standards for their suppliers (e.g. Javorcik, 2004). Such spillovers have 

been largely ignored by the traditional (international) spillover literature, which has tended to 

focus on imports. In case of customer-originating spillovers, the role of pecuniary spillovers due 

to mispricing are less likely to play a role or to play a different role: quality improvements may 

be less reflected in the price of the intermediate, as sophisticated, demanding, users providing 

guidance on specifications and standards are probably more likely to negotiate input prices 

downwards. 

 

We conclude that the two types of spillover are hard to dissociate because knowledge flows are 

often concomitant with user-producer transactions and the capture of rents. Taking this in 

consideration, and given the Simpatic goals to study economy wide effects on output, 

productivity and employment, an inclusive approach to spillovers is to be preferred.  

 

 

Conceptualising Knowledge Spillovers  

 

A second issue is how we ‘model’ the process of knowledge spillovers between pairs of firms. 

One common and straightforward way to look at it is to see knowledge spillovers simply as a 

function of ‘closeness’ between firms (e.g. Lychagin et al, 2010). Closeness could be in terms of 

technologies used, skill levels and expertise of employees, or geographic distance. The closer 

two firms are in various dimensions, the more likely it is that knowledge spillovers take place.  
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A more comprehensive conceptualisation would look more specifically at characteristics of the 

sender and the receiver and the mechanisms through which spillovers arise, rather than just 

examining firms’ bilateral closeness. Technology spillovers can be seen to be a function of: 

 

1. The magnitude of knowledge outflows from the ‘sending’ firm (the ‘supply’ of 

spillovers). This depends on the firm’ knowledge creation (usually measured as R&D 

expenditures) but also on the degree of ‘openness’ of a firm (e.g. the use of secrecy or 

technological complexity to shield knowledge from leaking out); 

2. Mechanisms that facilitate this knowledge to become available to other firms (the 

‘spread’ of spillovers), such as labour mobility, epistemic communities of researchers, 

trade fairs and conferences, inter-firm trade, etc. 

3. The capacity and interest of other firms to receive this knowledge and absorb and utilise it 

(the ‘effective demand’ for spillovers), i.e. the knowledge should be relevant and firms 

should understand and absorb it. This will be related to internal R&D expenditures of the 

receiving firm and the technological proximity or overlap between the firms.   

 

If one takes this view, conceiving spillovers as just a function of technological ‘closeness’ would 

look as a narrow perspective, taking into account essentially only the ‘effective demand’, while 

not considering the ‘spread’ or mechanisms involved. The implicit or explicit assumption is that 

if we have ‘effective demand’, firms are more likely to find and use some mechanism to get the 

relevant knowledge to flow, in particular since some mechanisms (e.g. obtaining information 

from published patents or from published new product introductions) are available at relatively 

low cost for a wide range of firms. Indeed, the use of specific mechanisms (the ‘spread’ of 

spillovers) is often endogenous to the relevance and utilisation of knowledge by the receiving 

firms, in particular when it concerns pecuniary spillovers involving market transactions. 

Similarly, ‘sending’ firms’ perceived need to shield knowledge outflows will determine the 

importance of mechanisms (e.g. patent strategy, and information dissemination strategies).  

 

While difficult to separate, conceptually it makes sense to model spillovers as a function of 

supply, demand and the presence of different transfer mechanisms, which will allow for greater 

precision in knowledge spillover estimations. In this model, geographic proximity, while likely to 
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facilitate a number of mechanisms, is not a mechanism itself, and should be largely irrelevant if 

we have measured and modelled transfer mechanism and receiving firm characteristics well (e.g. 

Keller, 2004). 

 

 

Measurement: direct spillovers versus drivers of spillovers. 

 

A third distinction in approaches can be made between  

- Analysing the drivers of spillovers, such as the mechanisms that are present, the relevance 

of the knowledge to the receiver; 

- Analysing and measuring spillovers directly.  

 

The first approach is taken by studies linking productivity to R&D stocks of other industries and 

countries, using potential facilitators/mechanisms or expected correlates of these mechanisms as 

weights, such as bilateral trade, language and institutional differences, foreign direct investment, 

overlaps in technological profiles, closeness of technologies, labour mobility, patent citations, 

etc. The second approach is taken by studies using survey data (in most cases Community 

Innovation Surveys) asking firms which sources of knowledge they have found useful in their 

innovation process (e.g. Crespi et al. 2008a; 2008b; Kaiser, 2002; Belderbos and Grimpe, 2012), 

and by studies examining inter-firm patent citations. The survey measures often have the 

drawback that they are not available systematically at an industry level or across countries. Patent 

citations, to the extent that they are not purely added by the patent examiner but are a known 

input to the citing firms’ inventive activity, can be seen to reflect knowledge flows, although they 

cover a small spectrum of all actual and potential knowledge flows. Hence, there are two 

approaches to the use of patent citation data, which are important to distinguish for our further 

discussion. On the one hand, the intensity of patent citations between firms can be seen as a 

measure of ‘closeness’ or a proxy for the impact of several mechanisms facilitating knowledge 

flows. On the other hand, the number of citations can be regarded as an imperfect proxy for the 

actual volume of knowledge flows. We discuss this more in detail in section 3. 
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2.2 Industry, inter-industry, and international R&D spillovers  
 
 

The standard approach in the literature to the assessment of knowledge spillovers has been the 

production function approach, treating the knowledge spillover stock as a separate input to the 

production process. The search has been for the relevant weights given to R&D performed by 

firms in (other) industries and countries, to get as close as possible to the actual knowledge 

flows. One approach has been to focus on specific mechanisms or economic transactions 

between firms. Weights for flow measures have been proposed based on input transactions 

(based on input output tables; Terleckyj, 1980; Goto and Suzuki, 1989), capital goods 

transactions (Sveikauskas, 1981), cross-hiring of R&D personnel, attendance at workshops, 

seminars or trade fairs, (R&D) collaborations (Belderbos et al, 2004), licensing and technology 

acquisition, inventions (patents, Scherer, 1982) or innovations (Sterlacchini, 1989) developed in 

industries of origin but used in different industries, and patent citations between industries. The 

intuition is that the more j trades with i, invests in i, collaborates with i or gets cited by i, the 

more it is likely to diffuse its knowledge to i. These indicators may (partially) or may not involve 

pecuniary spillovers and the latter are in practice very difficult to dissociate from pure knowledge 

spillovers. Since knowledge usually has important tacit and non-codified elements and is costly 

to transfer (e.g. Teece, 1977; Feldman and Lichtenberg, 1997), any interaction between firms that 

may help information to flow, may assist in effective knowledge spillovers.  

 

Spillovers can also be measured independently of any economic transaction simply on the basis 

of proximities, or ‘closeness’, in various types of space. These proximities can be uncentred 

correlation coefficients between positions in patent classes (Jaffe, 1986), fields of research 

(Adams and Jaffe, 1996), qualifications of personnel (Adams, 1990) or lines of business. The 

simply reflect the ‘closeness’ between firms based on the expected relevance of the knowledge 

and the expected absorptive capacity of the receiving firm. Nooteboom et al. (2007) suggest that 

the knowledge bases of the firms should neither be too close nor too distant, as strong overlaps 

provide for fewer complementarity and learning opportunities, while large cognitive and 

technological distances reduce effective knowledge flows. Related literature has more generally 

stressed the importance of absorptive capacity for the effective utilisation of knowledge received 

by firms, e.g. in the FDI spillover literature and in the literature on complementarities in 
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innovation strategies (e.g. Cassiman and Veugelers, 2006). Lokshin et al. (2008), for instance, 

find that the productivity impact of external R&D is a function of intramural (internal) R&D 

expenditures.  

 

There still is limited unambiguous evidence on the relative performance of different transmission 

mechanisms and the associated different types of weighting matrices mediating knowledge flows 

between firms and industries. The estimated social rates of return may vary a great deal 

depending on the weighting matrix used (Van Meijl, 1977). Generally, since spillovers are 

unpriced and often accidental, effects can vary strongly. In a special issue of Economic Systems 

Research (9(1), 1997) a number of authors compare the effects (in significance and economic 

returns) of different types of spillover matrices, examining patent flows, patent citations, 

intermediate inputs and capital goods transactions, with mixed results. The best aggregator 

differs by sector, while the identification of spillover channels from the simultaneous use of 

different spillover measures quickly runs into collinearity problems. More recently, Ikeuchi et al. 

(2012) examine R&D spillovers between Japanese firms at the plant level and compare the role 

of technological proximity (derived from patent data) with trade effects (derived from input-

output tables). They find the strongest and most robust spillover effects for R&D weights based 

on the technological relatedness between firms’ R&D activities. Simultaneous inclusion of R&D 

stocks weighted by input-output table coefficients shows only marginally significant effects of 

the latter and consistent results for the technological proximity measure.1 Peri (2005) highlights 

that trade data underestimate the geographic scope of knowledge spillovers, because trade faces 

more substantial barriers than knowledge flows in general. Patent citation data more accurately 

reflect the diffusion of knowledge internationally.  

 

The likelihood of knowledge spillovers and the importance of several mechanisms of knowledge 

transfer is also a function of geographic distance, for instance because the tacit nature of parts of 

                                                            
1 Once individual buyer-supplier transactions were taken into account for a subset of firms, supplier firms’ R&D 

stocks were associated with stronger productivity gains. In particular in the context of Japanese firms, stable supplier 

relationships, for instance those within vertical business groups, have been associated with knowledge sharing and 

technology spillovers (Suzuki, 1993; Branstetter, 2000). 
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the relevant knowledge requires personal interaction. Pioneering work by Jaffe (1986) suggests 

that knowledge spillovers, measured by patent citations, reduce with distance. Botazzi and Peri 

(2003) estimate mild distance effects, with spillovers halved after 1200 kilometres. Keller (2001) 

estimates an exponential decay function and shows that distance matters for international 

knowledge spillovers. Maurseth and Verspagen (2002) find substantial border effects in regional 

knowledge flows between European regions. Belderbos et al. (2012) find mild distance effects in 

their analysis of inter- and intra-industry spillovers at the plant level in Japan. Lykachin et al. 

(2010) find that an exponential decay function between regions of firm inventors gives higher 

coefficients for the R&D stock than a non-weighted stock measure. Rosa and Mohnen (2008) 

find that a 10% increase in distance decreases the tacit knowledge transfer by 1.4%. In general, 

studies have suggested that both technological distance and geographic distance attenuate the 

productivity effects of R&D spillovers (Jaffe et al, 1993; Adams and Jaffe, 1996; Aldieri and 

Cincera, 2009), while proximity appears less crucial for the most proximate technologies 

(Orlando, 2004). Peri (2005) finds that technological knowledge developed by leading industries 

at the technology frontier, diffuses more broadly. 

 

A number of studies have used survey data to examine direct measures of knowledge flows. 

Kaiser (2002) tests various ways of aggregating outside knowledge into a spillover construct on 

the assumption that horizontal (intra-industry) spillovers should be associated with high scores 

for horizontal sources of knowledge indicated by firms in innovation surveys (i.e. from 

competitors) and the vertical (inter-industry) spillovers are associated with vertical sources of 

knowledge (i.e. from customers and suppliers). Uncentred correlations of firms’ characteristics or 

skill mix predict inter-industry spillovers better than the Euclidian distance between firm 

characteristics or geographic distance between firms. Crespi, Criscuolo, Haskell and Slaughter 

(2008) also use direct measures of knowledge flows, as they are revealed in the innovation 

surveys, for explaining TFP growth in the UK. They find that knowledge spillovers from 

competitors and suppliers contribute to TFP growth, in addition to intra-firm technology 

transfers. Belderbos and Grimpe (2012), using German innovation survey data, find positive 

productivity effects of knowledge flows from domestic customers and competitors.   
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The literature on personnel mobility as a mechanism of knowledge spillovers is more limited. 

This may in principle be an important channel, since individual researcher acts as a carrier of 

tacit knowledge, which otherwise is more difficult to transfer. There are two approaches: either 

researcher mobility across firms or countries brings with it the transmission of knowledge, or 

alternatively, researchers do not move, but their personal connections help knowledge to diffuse 

across borders. Almeida and Kogut (1999) discuss this phenomenon and provide an empirical 

example. Positive effects of hiring R&D personnel are found by Moen (2005), Kerr (2008), 

Magnani (2006), and Maliranta, Mohnen, and Rouvinen (2010). 

 

While other firms’ R&D generally is a potential source of knowledge spillovers with positive 

productivity consequences for the ‘receiving’ firms, R&D spillovers may in some cases also be 

negative. Bloom et al. (2013) test the hypothesis that R&D of firms that are close competitors in 

product markets may negatively affect productivity of rival firms due to a market stealing effect. 

When new products and technologies developed by the rival firm renders existing products and 

technologies of a firm obsolete, the firm’s technology and products become less productive and 

do not generate the same demand. Negative effects can in general occur in the short term if there 

are adjustment costs in the short run implementing the new knowledge and integrating this in 

new, potentially substituting, products of the firm. Similarly the social rate of return to R&D is 

reduced when R&D is used as a mere strategy to pre-empt competition or when patent races lead 

to duplicative R&D (Jones and Williams, 1998; Hall et al, 2010). Potential negative R&D 

spillovers, if these occur, are most likely to occur for ‘horizontal’ spillovers within narrowly 

defined industries. The absence of market rivalry provides greater incentives for productivity and 

growth enhancing knowledge exchange and spillovers.  

 

 

International knowledge diffusion 

 

International R&D spillovers are transmitted through the same channels as those documented in 

the literature on technology transfer: international trade in final goods, intermediate inputs, 

capital goods, especially if it  comes with manpower training to operate the new machines and to 

assimilate new production and management techniques, foreign direct investment (FDI), 
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migration of scientists, engineers, educated people in general, or their attendance at workshops, 

seminars, trade fairs and the like, publications in technical journals and scientific papers, 

referencing other publications, invention revelations through patenting, international research 

collaborations or international mergers and acquisitions, foreign technology payments, i.e. 

royalties on copyrights and trademarks, licensing fees, the purchase of patents, the payments for 

consulting services and the financing of R&D conducted abroad (Hall et al, 2010). 

 

While all these mechanisms can be important, the literature has predominantly focused on the 

role of intermediate goods trade and FDI. A highly cited study of the impact of international 

R&D spillovers on TFP was conducted by Coe and Helpman (1995). In this study, conducted for 

22 developed countries, they used the share of imports from the sending country as weights to 

aggregate the R&D, confining the possible set of sending countries to the G-7 economies 

(Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the UK, and the US). They found substantial spillover 

effects, with roughly a quarter of the benefits from R&D in G-7 countries accruing to their 

trading partners. Their study has been criticised and revisited in many subsequent studies. Keller 

(1998) cast doubt on the trade-related interpretation of Coe and Helpman’s R&D spillover by 

showing that significant foreign R&D spillovers can be obtained when the weights in the 

construction of the spillover are random rather than based on import shares. This result suggests 

that the important identifying variation was in the total amount of external R&D rather than 

being mediated by trade. Lichtenberg and van Pottelsberghe (1998) criticise Coe and Helpman’s 

weighting of the foreign R&D stocks by means of the proportion of total imports originating 

from the foreign R&D sources for being too sensitive to the aggregation of the data and propose 

instead to normalise the imports from the recipient country by the GDP of the sending country. 

Kao, Chiang and Chen (1999), using cointegration techniques between the TFP and R&D 

variables, could not replicate Coe and Helpman’s results.2  

 

In later work, different weights have been used to estimate international knowledge spillovers. 

                                                            
2  Abdelmoula (2009) on the other hand, showed persistent foreign R&D spillover effects when adding spatial 

correlations (via a spatial lag model or a spatial error model).  
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Verspagen (1997) shows that matrices combining trade data and patent data (the latter to measure 

technological proximity) have improved properties in measuring relevant international 

technology flows. Keller (2001) allows for different transfer mechanisms, including bilateral 

language skills (the percentage of population mastering English), FDI and imports. He finds an 

important role for the ease of communication represented by language skills. Studies examining 

the role of capital goods imports, rather than all trade, have obtained empirically strong results 

(Xu and Wang, 1999). Another stream of literature examining potential ‘learning by exporting’ 

effects, relating export to subsequent firm productivity, has overall provided mixed results (e.g. 

Belderbos and Grimpe, 2012). While the international knowledge diffusion literature has focused 

on knowledge spillovers from suppliers associated with intermediate and capital goods 

purchasing, the export learning literature in contrast examines the role of (foreign) customers and 

competitors as sources of knowledge. What emanates from the literature is that spillovers from 

exports (learning from foreign competitors and clients) are most likely to occur if the foreign 

market is more sophisticated. Using survey evidence on knowledge sourcing, by German firms, 

Belderbos and Grimpe (2012) find positive productivity effects for knowledge coming from 

foreign competitors as well as foreign customers, although learning from domestic clients has the 

strongest productivity effects in the German context. Crespi et al. (2008), while not being able to 

distinguish between foreign and domestic sourcing, find positive effects of customer spillovers, 

which are more pronounced for firms with prior exporting activities.  

 

Keller (2004) in his literature review concludes that overall the evidence demonstrates that trade 

facilities international technology diffusion. Yet whether trade is also the best predictor or 

mechanism of knowledge flows and spillovers is highly debatable. The findings in several 

studies mentioned supra suggest better properties for patent citations as indicators for 

international knowledge diffusion. A few studies have sought to ‘validate’ that trade affects 

knowledge flows, by considering patent citations as expressions of actual knowledge flows and 

correlating trade, in particular imports, with patent citations. While Eaton and Kortum (1996) 

find little robust associations, Sjöholm (1996) finds a clear association between trade and 

citations.  

 

Another channel for knowledge spillovers that has received abundant attention is foreign direct 
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investment. Here foreign affiliates of multinational firms are the conduit of international 

knowledge spillovers and knowledge transfers. Foreign affiliates tend to be more productive than 

their domestic counterparts, as affiliates can draw on the transfer of technological and other 

intellectual assets from the parent. These affiliates in turn can be a source of knowledge 

spillovers to local firms. The empirical literature on the spillover and productivity effects of FDI 

has produced mixed evidence on the impact of FDI on the performance of local firms. A number 

of studies have shown positive effects of FDI on host country labour productivity (e.g. 

Globerman 1978) and product and process innovations (e.g. Bertschek 1995) for developed 

countries. Studies have provided less support for spillovers in developing countries. Haddad and 

Harrison (1993) did not find evidence of productivity increasing technology spillovers from 

foreign-owned subsidiaries to local firms in Morocco. Aitken, Hanson, and Harrison (1997) 

found evidence of a limited form of spillovers of multinational investment in Mexico in terms of 

the development of export channels. Xu (2000) using micro data on US affiliates abroad finds 

positive spillover effects of US investments on host country productivity. Surveys (Görg and 

Strobl, 2001; Görg and Greenaway, 2004) of this expanding literature suggest that in general 

there is little impact of inward FDI on developing country (firms’) productivity on average, with  

positive results restricted for developed economies.  

 

A comprehensive study of spillovers of FDI takes into account whether these affiliates conduct 

R&D. Guellec and Van Pottelsberghe (2001) find a positive impact of foreign R&D, as measured 

by the ratio of host country invented patents with a foreign assignee, on host countries’ 

productivity growth; this effect is more pronounced in countries with higher domestic 

expenditures on R&D.  The most recent studies have suggested that spillovers are conditional on 

a productivity or technology gap between domestic firms and the foreign affiliates that is not too 

large (Görg and Greenaway, 2004, 181). If foreign affiliates utilise complex technologies or if 

the skill base of domestic firms is too limited, the lack of absorptive capacity restricts the 

intensity of spillovers. An important limitation of most of these studies is that they have focused 

on horizontal –same industry- spillovers while vertical spillovers to suppliers and customers are 

often not well taken into account (e.g. OECD, 2007). The latter gap has been addressed by more 

recent studies. Whereas the traditional literature on international technology diffusion/spillover 

literature has emphasised the role of imports of intermediate goods (spillovers from suppliers), 
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recent work on FDI spillovers (e.g. Javorcik, 2004) has emphasised the role of ‘backward’ 

spillovers from affiliates of multinational firms to local suppliers, as foreign firms aim to develop 

a local supply base for their activities and demand quality standards to be met.  

 

FDI not only potentially provides knowledge spillovers to local firms in host countries. Foreign 

direct investment can also be a source of ‘reverse’ knowledge transfer and be used as an 

instrument of international knowledge sourcing. Van Pottelsberghe and Lichtenberg (2001) 

provide evidence for outward FDI as another channel of international R&D spillovers to the 

country engaged in FDI. Branstetter (2001) finds that knowledge flows from the US to Japan, as 

measured by patent citations, increase if Japanese firms operate affiliates in the US. Griffith et al. 

(2006) find that UK firms with R&D activities in the US benefit from spillovers due to the 

growth of the US knowledge stock. Belderbos, Lokshin and Sadowski (2011) provide an 

overview of this literature, and find evidence for the Netherlands that productivity effects to 

multinational firms’ domestic operations due to engagement in foreign R&D is predominantly 

observed if the domestic industry is behind the R&D frontier. The relative importance of 

domestic and foreign R&D contributions to total factor productivity growth depends on the 

relative importance of the domestic and foreign knowledge stocks (the R&D frontier) and is 

moderated by firms’ domestic R&D expenditures and related absorptive capacity (van 

Pottelsberghe and Lichtenberg, 2001; Belderbos, Lokshin, Sadowski, 2011). Criscuolo (2009) 

finds that knowledge sourcing through foreign R&D by (German) multinational firms, can 

subsequently lead to spillovers to other firms in the home country if these are collocated with the 

multinational firm.  

 

A final remark on multinational firms and the returns to (policy induced) R&D, relates exactly to 

the fact that firms are present (with R&D) in multiple countries. On the one hand, this presence 

of multinational firm will increase international knowledge diffusion (including tacit knowledge) 

and may increase the return to R&D and R&D policies at the European level. On the other hand, 

multinational firms' coordination of R&D activities across (European) countries also offers a 

challenge to European policies, as R&D expenditures in a country may not only respond to 

domestic R&D incentives but also to R&D policies in other countries. Research on R&D location 

decisions has found that the location of such projects across European countries and regions is 
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quite sensitive to the presence of R&D tax incentives (Belderbos et al. 2014). Countries may 

compete for R&D investments through tax and other incentives. R&D incentives may then lead 

to a shift in R&D across countries rather than a net increase in R&D, reducing the European-

wide multiplier. This is a consideration that is best attended in the micro analysis.  

 

 

Stylised facts  

 

Based on the review of the literature above, we can summarise a number of stylised facts that 

measures of industry and international spillovers should preferably take into account: 

 Although distinctions have been made between knowledge spillovers due to the public 

good nature of knowledge on the one hand, and ‘rent’ or ‘pecuniary’ spillovers between 

suppliers and buyers due to the incomplete translation of R&D-induced quality 

improvements into the price of intermediates on the other hand, this distinction is difficult 

to make empirically. Rent spillovers will usually have elements of ‘pure’ spillovers and 

pure spillovers can also take place in the course of economic transactions.  

 The variety of potential transmission channels and transmission effects – all with their 

measurement problems - suggests calculating spillover matrices that are sufficiently 

broad to capture their correlated effects. 

 Knowledge spillovers can be measured directly (through patent citations or survey 

evidence) and their intensity can be estimated from various measures of ‘proximity’ 

between firms, industries and countries, and/or various measures of  interaction and 

transfer mechanisms between them (e.g. trade, FDI). 

 The literature on trade and international knowledge diffusion appears to have largely 

ignored the ‘backward spillovers’ from customers to suppliers. These have been found to 

be of importance in the FDI literature and the literature on ‘learning by exporting’. 

Sophisticated demand and customers can be a source of spillovers and ideas for 

innovation. 

 Foreign direct investment as well as trade can be sources of international knowledge 

diffusion. These effects can occur both in case of inward FDI (knowledge spillovers from 
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foreign investors) and outward FDI (active knowledge sourcing abroad), and imports of 

technology embodied goods, as well as export and export learning.  

 There is little robust comparative evidence on the relative roles of different mechanisms 

of (international) knowledge spillovers. Patent citation data appear more powerful 

indicators of international knowledge diffusion as compared to trade data, in particular 

since trade data are biased in geographic space due to substantive remaining cross-border 

barriers. 

 Spillovers are larger if the quality of the R&D is greater (i.e. the firms, industries, 

countries where the spillovers originate are at the technology frontier).  

 Spillovers are moderated by the absorptive capacity of the receiving firms/countries. 

Developing countries benefit less than developed countries from international knowledge 

diffusion (e.g. exports, imports, FDI).  

 Spillovers depend on the technological proximity between the firms or industries. Two 

industries with a similar knowledge base will benefit more from inter-industry spillovers 

than industries drawing on very different bodies of knowledge. Knowledge should be 

relevant to the receiving industry and firm.  

 Spillovers may be weak or negative between firms with highly overlapping knowledge 

bases (as there is little to learn), and in case firms are direct product market competitors 

(through market stealing and R&D duplication effects). The absence of market rivalry 

provides greater incentives for productivity and growth enhancing knowledge exchange 

and spillovers. This includes exchanges and knowledge flows, sometimes purposeful, 

with suppliers and clients, or in general with firms from different, but technologically 

related industries.  

 Spillovers are localised and decay in distance, in particular if noncodified, tacit, 

knowledge is more important for the technology/ industry. The role of distance can be 

reduced by intensive use of transfer mechanisms such as trade and FDI. The role of 

geographic distance is often confounded with the effect of other types of ‘distance’ such 

as shared languages and institutions. 
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3. Patent-based spillover indicators: Advantages and Disadvantages 
 
In this section, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of patent data to derive inter-

industry and international spillover weights. We then proceed by highlighting the main 

characteristics of two specific matrices developed for potential use in the Simpatic project to 

translate micro effects of R&D policies into country and European wide effects.  

 

Patent (citation) data as indicators of knowledge spillovers 

 

The great advantage of patent (citation) based measures is that they allow for construction of 

spillover matrices that cover in a systematic manner intra-sectoral, inter-sectoral and 

international dimensions. Patent citation data can be used to calculate direct measures of flows of 

technological knowledge, while the intensity of patent citations between industries and countries 

can also be taken as a correlate of various other transfer mechanisms affecting knowledge 

spillovers. Prior work suggests that patent citation data are better predictors of international 

knowledge flows than trade data (Ikeuchi et al, 2012, Peri, 2005). More particularly, the fact that 

patent citation data at their core are very imperfect but direct indicators of knowledge flows, 

creates valuable properties: patent citation data will incorporate both the importance of the 

technology (e.g. as it relates to the ‘frontier’ status of the technology, the relevance of the 

technology for the receiving firm or industry, and most likely the inherent absorptive capacity of 

the receiving firm and industry. These are all stylised facts of the international knowledge 

diffusion process that a spillover matrix preferably takes into account. Patent indicators also 

contain detailed information on the technological content of inventions, and the location of 

owners and inventors. Patent data are objective in the sense that they have been processed and 

validated by patent examiners; and patent data are easily available from patent offices and cover 

long time series (e.g. Pavitt, 1985; Basberg, 1987; Griliches, 1990). 

 

Patent citation measures have been utilised in various streams of research. The intensity of patent 

citations between technology fields has been used to establish the technological relatedness 

between technologies and sectors (e.g. Belderbos, Leten, Van Looy, 2007). Country and industry 

specific patent citations have been used as revealed measures of the ease of technology transfer 

between countries for specific industries, and have been shown to be relevant indicators in the 
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context of multinational firms’ R&D location decisions (Belderbos, Lykogianni and Veugelers, 

2008). International and inter-regional patent citations have been used to evaluate the effect or 

proximity on knowledge flows (e.g. Jaffe, 1989; Maurseth and Verspagen, 2002; Belenzon and 

Schankerman, 2012). Patent citation indicators have been used to validate the role of trade 

mediating international knowledge spillovers (Sjöholm, 1996). Finally, an exercise by the 

Canadian patent office to assign to each patent most likely industries of origin (based on the 

assignee/applicant) and industries of use (based on the described potential utilisation of the 

invention) has allowed the calculation of technology flow data between industries (e.g. Johnson, 

2002).  

 

Like any indicator, patent indicators are also subject to a number of drawbacks: not all inventions 

are patented and those that are patented vary in their technical and economic value and 

importance (Trajtenberg, 1990; Lanjouw et al, 1998; Gambardella, 2008). Patent citations only 

measure part of knowledge flows, and are more representative in industries with a high 

propensity to patent. Concordances of patents to industries (e.g. Smoch et al, 2003) are until now 

restricted to manufacturing industries, such that it is difficult to establish patent based spillovers 

for services industries. The often used original classification of patents into industry of origin and 

industry of use (Johnson, 2002), although updated, is more than 20 years old and therefore less 

likely to reflect technological developments in more recent years, and it is Canadian-based and 

therefore possibly not so accurately reflecting the technology flow scheme of other countries. 

 

Patent citations are an imperfect measure of knowledge flows. The legal purpose of references to 

other patents is to indicate which parts of the knowledge described can be claimed by the patent 

and which parts have been claimed by prior patents and publications. Patent references restrict 

the scope of patent claims to novelty and represent a link to the pre-existing knowledge base 

upon which patents have been built (Criscuolo and Verspagen, 2008; Jaffe et al, 2004). This 

feature has been used by prior studies (e.g. Narin et al, 1997) to justify the use of patent 

references as information source affecting the knowledge base of patent applicants. One critique 

to this particular use of patent references is that the prior art section of patents includes 

references provided by patent applicants while filing their patents as well as references added 

later on by patent examiners during their search for relevant prior art (Alcacer and Gittelman, 
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2006). The problem is that patent applicants may not know part of the references cited in the 

prior art of their patents, especially some references made by patent examiners (Brusoni et al, 

2005). However, surveys of USPTO patent inventors (Jaffe et al, 2004; Fleming and Sorenson, 

2004; Tijssen et al, 2000) have shown that inventors are aware of a significant part of the patents 

and scientific articles that are cited in the prior art of their patents, including some of the 

references made by patent examiners. In a survey of USPTO patent inventors, Jaffe et al (2004) 

found that patent inventors have a moderate to high familiarity with more than 50% of the cited 

patent references. Given that, on average, 63% of patent references in USPTO patents are 

provided by patent examiners (Alcacer and Gittelman, 2006), this shows that patent applicants 

are also aware of part of the patent references that are added by patent examiners. Using data on 

EPO patents and responses to the Community Innovation Survey (CIS) for a sample of French 

firms, Duguet and MacGarvie (2005) find a positive correlation between the number of 

references in firms’ patents and the intensity to which firms have sourced external knowledge. 

 

There are several ways to employ patent and patent citation data to measure technology 

spillovers: 

 

1. The patent data classification in sectors  of use (SOU) and industries of origin (or 

industries of manufacture, IOM, Johnson, 2002) can be used to construct general 

‘proximity’ or ‘technology flow probability’ matrices describing likely knowledge flow 

intensities across industries. Because these originator-user linkages between sectors of 

origin and sectors of use will often be established through trade relationships (e.g. 

improvements in power equipment benefitting public utilities), this measure will in 

addition be correlated with the presence of pecuniary spillovers. The measure lacks an 

international dimension, which will have to be added from a different source (see below). 

The Johnson/Canadian index does include all industries of use such that on the receiving 

side a full spectrum of industries can be considered.  

 

2. Patent citation data linked to inventor locations can be used to derive weights for the 

magnitude of international knowledge flows. Using concordances of technology fields to 

industries where patents are most likely to originate, the international technology flow 
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matrix can be given an industry dimension (e.g. Belderbos, Lykogianni, and Veugelers, 

2008). Since the citations reflect knowledge flows between industries where inventions 

and new technology originate, these measures are more reflective of ‘pure’ knowledge 

spillovers that can arise without trade mediation.  A citation matrix will have to be limited 

to manufacturing as only concordances exist between manufacturing industry of origin 

and technology fields. A combination with the Johnson concordance in 1) could address 

this problem and extend the matrix to services industries of use. The approach with any of 

these measures is that relative intensities of patent citations between countries and 

industries (e.g. relative to the number of patents filed) proxy for the importance of 

knowledge spillovers (due to various mechanisms, proximity and other factors) and are 

used as weights mediating the effects of industry and country R&D. 

 

3. One can use patent citation data as a direct measurement, a direct expression, of 

knowledge flows. Hence, one does not consider relative intensities of citations, but 

absolute numbers of citations as an indicator of the volume of knowledge flows. If one 

chooses this approach, basically the number of citations can be used directly in the 

production function, substituting for R&D stocks. At the same time, citations will be a 

function of absorptive capacity such that this capacity (e.g. interactions with internal 

R&D) is no longer an issue. This approach is likely to exacerbate the drawbacks of patent 

data, in the sense that direct measurement of knowledge flows is not really feasible in 

industries with a low propensity to patent. If one instead uses intensities, scaling citations 

with patent stocks in the industries, this bias can be addressed. 

 
 
Technology flow matrices based on patent citations and sector of use and origin data 
 
In this paragraph we describe two available matrices that can serve as weights for inter- and 

intra-industry spillovers within and across national borders. We draw on Meijers and Verspagen 

(2010) who originally developed the matrices. The excel file with these matrices are available 

upon request and are part of this work package. 
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The first matrix (IOM/IOM) focuses on patent citations between industries of manufacture 

(origin), both for the cited and citing patent.. It is the more conventional technology spillover 

matrix, most representative of ‘pure’ knowledge spillovers. R&D (patent output) in sector i is 

cited in a patent issued by sector j and hence indirectly is supposed to affect the knowledge base 

and hence productivity in sector j. Citations indicate the knowledge flow from sector i to sector j. 

The largest number of citations is expected within the confines of the same industry. Meijers and 

Verspagen (2010) provide as an example a patent describing a new computer (originating in the 

computer industry) that cites a patent describing a new chip (originating in the semiconductor 

industry).  

 

The second type of matrix (IOM/SOU) goes one step further in combining the pure knowledge 

and the pecuniary dimensions of spillover. It describes both the knowledge flows measured by 

patent citations and the horizontal and vertical inter-industry transaction flows. This matrix 

combines the Johnson (2002) relationships between industry of origin and industry of use with 

(cross-border) patent citation information between patent classes. More precisely, Johnson 

(2002) assigned to each patent class a distribution of industries of manufacture (IOM) and a 

distribution of sectors of use (SOU). A patent classified in a certain patent class is thus likely to 

be produced in a certain number of industries and used in another set of industries. A patent 

citation is thus split into a number of industries of manufacture that correspond to the cited patent 

and a number of sectors of use that correspond to the citing patent. An example is a patent 

describing originating in the chemical industry, describing a chemical that is added to cement (to 

improve its performance) that is cited by a patent describing a new way of laying concrete floors 

with sector of use the construction sector.  

 

In the Johnson (2002) matrix there are no service sectors among the IOM sectors, such that only 

manufacturing sectors can be considered as sources of knowledge spillovers. One particular 

advantage of the SOU matrices is that services sectors are considered on the receiving end. Both 

types of matrices capture international technology flows but only regarding the patent citation, 

i.e. a patent issued in industry I in country k can be cited by another patent classified in sector 

class j in country l. However, a major limitation is that the split of the patent in IOM (industry j 

applying for the citing patent) and SOU (the sector using the patented technology of industry j) 
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does not have an international dimension. In other words, the sector of use is regarded as situated 

in the same country as the industry of the citing patent. Hence, to capture international spillovers 

due to economic transactions between industries creating and using technologies, it may be 

opportune to rely on alternative indicators, such as trade based transaction matrices. 

 

Both matrices are derived from PATSTAT patent data in 2005, using patent families for which 

the authorities involved included the USPTO, the EPO, or the WIPO, and patents filed since 

1990. Matrices are calculated for every year in the period 1990-2003, using fixed 5 year citation 

lags. In addition to European countries, citations to and from the rest of the world are also 

included. Industries in the Johnson (2002) classification are mapped into the 30 industries of the 

NEMESIS model. The calculation takes into account that a patent can have multiple inventor 

countries and multiple technology classes: in that case the fractional method of allocating patents 

to countries and sectors is used. Citations are considered at the patent family level (using 

narrowly defined equivalents of patents), omitting duplicate citations. 

 
Table 1 describes aggregate citation numbers between countries for the year 2003. Since 

aggregates are used (based on the country of inventor) the sector of origin and sector of use 

matrices provide identical results in this case. The dominance of Germany in the volume of 

citations (cited and citing) is remarkable, but this largely reflects Germany’s share in patent 

applications. Also apparent is that domestic citations are still most important for the larger 

countries, while for the smaller countries (facing relatively larger foreign R&D stocks and patent 

stocks), foreign citations are much more important. In general, cross-border citations are roughly 

in ‘balance’ for the European countries, with a reasonable balance between incoming and 

outgoing citations.  
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Table 1: aggregate (logged) number of patent citations as a percentage of total (logged) 
patent citations, 2003 

 
Source: Meijers and Verspagen (2010) 
 
Figures 1 and 2 show the number of citations in 2003 depending on the sector of origin and 

sector of use. The sector codes are provided in the appendix to this report. Obviously, using the 

sector of use approach, citations are more spread out over services sectors, with nonmarket 

services (such as administration and defence, sector 30) and business services (sector 29) among 

the industries applying technology most often. This is at the expense mainly of the category of 

‘other manufacturing’. What is also striking is that industries are quite balanced in the citations 

they make and the citations they receive (although the numbers hide some differentiation in this 

regard).  

  

2003 DE FI FR GB IT NL SE ROEU SUM

DE 45.0 0.3 2.7 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.7 2.6 55.4

FI 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 2.2

FR 2.3 0.1 5.0 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.6 9.2

GB 2.4 0.2 0.8 6.4 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.8 11.9

IT 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.2 1.6 0.1 0.1 0.3 3.5

NL 1.2 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 3.6 0.1 0.4 6.4

SE 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 1.5 0.3 3.6

ROEU 2.4 0.1 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 3.3 7.8

SUM 55.6 2.0 10.0 10.7 4.0 6.0 3.3 8.4 100.0

Citing

C
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e
d
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         Figure 1 

 

                    Source: Meijers and Verspagen (2010) 
 
                  Figure 2 

 
                    Source: Meijers and Verspagen (2010) 
 
 
There are several alternatives for further development of spillover matrices in this direction and 

which are open for discussion in the Simpatic setting. One could for instance go one step further 

and conceive of a matrix linking sectors of use (both for the citing and cited patent). The use of a 
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technology (patent) in sector i (perhaps followed by the technology being embodied in the sector 

output) affects the productivity of sector j if the use of a technology (patent) by sector j draws on 

the technology (patent) used in sector i. An example is a patent describing a chemical that is 

added to cement (to improve its performance) and  has as sector of use the cement industry, that 

is cited by a patent describing a new way of laying concrete floors with sector of use the 

construction sector. One important point to note with the sector of use matrix is that knowledge 

spillovers get detached from sectoral R&D expenditures. E.g. in the example the chemical 

technology originates in the chemical industry and is due to R&D conducted there, but this is not 

reflected in the matrix, since the cited patents is classified in the cement industry. Of course, the 

using industry may also have to engage in R&D to apply the technology (in cement), but it is 

clear that this approach departs from the general approach to construct matrices that mediate 

between R&D expenditures of industries and countries.  

 

Based on the stylised facts listed in the previous section and the advantages and disadvantages of 

patent data, we suggest the following: 

- Combining industry of origin as the cited patent and industry of use as the citing patent. 

This would have the advantage that spillovers weights are available for all (receiving) 

industries, while the link between R&D in originator industries and the spillovers 

indicators is not severed. In terms of the example listed above, we would examine a 

patent originating in the chemical industry and the result of R&D efforts there describing 

the use of a chemical to fortify concrete, that is cited by a patent describing a new way to 

construct concrete floors, used in the construction industry. Conceptually this appears as 

an attractive way to measure technology spillovers to a broader spectrum of industries.  

- The use of absolute numbers creates important scale sensitivity in the citations numbers, 

and the latter cannot be seen as ‘weights’. For instance, it would be interesting to see if, 

given the number of patents originating in Germany, German patents are cited relatively 

much by, or cite relatively much, patents originating in other countries. The same logic 

applies to numbers at the industry level. Scaled measures also control for a ‘propensity to 

patent’ bias in the direction of patent intensive industries. Using scaled measures as 

weights implies that the matrix contains indicators of relative ‘closeness’ in international 

and technology/industry space. Defining weights as intensities of citation patterns by 
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defining them as deviations from expected citations based on the number of patents in the 

citing and cited industry/country. Once the matrices are transformed into intensity 

weights, these weights can be used to calculate relevant external R&D stocks (see Leten, 

Belderbos, van Looy, 2007 and Peri, 2005 for a discussion of possible weights). 

- Another possibility is to use patent citation to capture primarily ‘pure’ knowledge 

spillovers, while combining these with cross-border trade transaction data across 

industries (e.g. the world input output database, Timmer, 2012) to measure pecuniary 

spillovers 

 

 

4.  Conclusions 
 
The presence of intra- and inter-sectoral knowledge spillovers, national as well as cross-border, 

implies that the social rate of return to R&D exceeds the private rate of return. Taking such 

spillovers into account is essential to examine the European-wide impact of R&D policies in the 

Simpatic project. This paper reviewed the literature on (international) R&D spillovers and the 

various ways that have been proposed to measure such spillovers. Although distinctions have 

been made between knowledge spillovers due to the public good nature of knowledge on the one 

hand, and ‘rent’ or ‘pecuniary’ spillovers between suppliers and buyers due to the incomplete 

translation of R&D-induced quality improvements into the price of intermediates on the other 

hand, this distinction is difficult to make empirically and rent spillovers usually have elements of 

‘pure’ spillovers. The variety of potential transmission channels and transmission effect – all 

with their measurement problems, suggests calculating spillover matrices that are sufficiently 

broad to capture their correlated effects. In this regard, there is evidence that patent-based 

indicators are better able to capture knowledge spillovers than trade-based indicators. The review 

suggested a number of stylised facts that indicators of knowledge spillover should preferably take 

into account. These relate to the importance of the strength of the technology of the source of the 

spillover, the absorptive capacity of the receiver of the spillovers, the potentially negative R&D 

spillovers if firms are direct competitors on product markets, the possibility of two-sided 

international knowledge flows due to foreign direct investment, and the often ignored effects of 

spillovers from customers to suppliers. Spillovers are also partly endogenous, as firms position 

themselves as best as they can to benefit from technology spillovers.  
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The paper proceeded by discussing the advantages and disadvantages of patent-based indicators 

of knowledge spillovers and concludes that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. The great 

advantage of patent (citation) based measures is that they allow for construction of spillover 

matrices that cover in a systematic manner intra-sector, inter-sector and international dimensions. 

Patent citation data can be used to calculate direct measures of flows of technological knowledge, 

while the intensity of patent citations between industries and countries can also be taken as a 

correlate of various other transfer mechanisms affecting knowledge spillovers. More particularly, 

the fact that patent citation data at their core are very imperfect but direct indicators of 

knowledge flows, creates valuable properties: patent citation data will incorporate both the 

importance of the technology (e.g. as it relates to the ‘frontier’ status of the technology), the 

relevance of the technology for the receiving firm or industry, and most likely the inherent 

absorptive capacity of the receiving firm and industry.  

 

We subsequently described two available matrices of inter-sectoral and international spillover 

weights based on patent citation data and classification of technologies into sectors of origin and 

sector of use, which are potential inputs for the micro-macro interaction in the Simpatic project. 

Finally, we offered suggestions for additional patent-based knowledge spillover matrices, using 

patent citations between sectors of use (citing patents) and sectors of origin (cited patents). This 

would allow including knowledge spillovers from manufacturing industries to extend to services 

industries – a feature that is generally difficult to incorporate but that can be important in the 

context of the macro analyses in the Simpatic project. In order to account for international rent 

spillovers, this IOM/SOU matrix could possibly be complemented with the world input output 

database (see Timmer, 2012). 
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Appendix.	NEMESIS‐EUROSTAT	NACE	Concordance	Table	
 

NEMESIS EUROSTAT NACE 
1 Agriculture Agriculture, forestry and fishing 
2 Coal and Coke Mining and quarrying (to be split) 
3 Oil & Gas Extraction Mining and quarrying (to be split) 

4 Gas Distribution 
Electricity, gas, steam and hot water supply (to 

be split) 

5 Refined Oil 
Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum 

products and nuclear fuel 

6 Electricity 
Electricity, gas, steam and hot water supply (to 

be split) 

7 Water Supply 
Collection, purification and distribution of 

water 
8 Ferr & non Ferrous Metals Manufacture of basic metals 

9 Non Metallic Min Products 
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral 

products 

10 Chemicals 
Manufacture of chemicals, chemical products 

and man-made fibres 

11 Metal Products 
Manufacture of fabricated metal products, 

except machinery and equipment 

12 Agr & Indus Machines 
Manufacture of machinery and equipment 

n.e.c. 

13 Office machines 
Manufacture of office machinery and 

computers 

14 Electrical Goods 

Manufacture of electrical machinery and 
apparatus n.e.c. 

+ 
Manufacture of radio, television and 

communication equipment and apparatus 
15 transport Equipment Manufacture of transport equipment 

16 Food, Drink & Tobacco 
Manufacture of food products, beverages and 

tobacco 

17 Tex., Cloth & Footw. 
Manufacture of textiles and textile products 

+ 
Manufacture of leather and leather products 

18 Paper & Printing Products 
Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper 

products; publishing and printing 
19 Rubber & Plastic Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 

20 Other Manufactures 

Manufacture of wood and wood products 
+ 

Manufacture of medical, precision and optical 
instruments, watches and clocks 

+ 
Manufacturing n.e.c. 

21 Construction Construction 
22 Distribution Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor 
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vehicles, motorcycles and personal and 
household goods 

23 Lodging & Catering Hotels and restaurants 
24 Inland Transports Land transport; transport via pipelines 

25 Sea & Air Transport 
Water transport 

+ 
Air transport 

26 Other Transports 
Supporting and auxiliary transport activities; 

activities of travel agencies 
27 Communication Post and telecommunications 
28 Bank, Finance & Insurance Financial intermediation 
29 Other Market Services Real estate, renting and business activities 

30 Non Market Services 

Public administration and defence; 
compulsory social security 

+ 
Education 

+ 
Health and social work 

+ 
Other community, social and personal service 

activities 
+ 

Private households with employed persons 
+ 

Extra-territorial organizations and bodies 
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